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Derek Cheung (2014): For my eagle project I restored a pathway in my hometown of Eastchester. The
The objective of my Eagle Project was to beautify the rear landscape of the American Legion Hall. This
project first launched when my beneficiary, Mr. Fix, suggested a great project I could do for the back
landscape of the veteran post, which used to be a barren strip of land with exposed tree roots and soil
erosion. Mr. Fix also pointed out how there were parking stone barriers placed along the side of the
building that needed relocating. Along with the landscape and the stone barriers, Mr. Fix wanted me to
beautify the old, rusty trailer which stood in the middle of the project site.

The first part of my project (1/12/14) was the placing of medium-sized decorative rocks on the landscape.
Most of the lighter rocks were carried by hand while the heavier rocks were transported around in a
wheelbarrow. The rocks were placed in a scattered pattern to make the site look more natural. On the
same day, the stone barriers were also moved to the parking lot area. Although the project was far from
done, the first day was a great improvement on the site already.

The second major part of my Eagle Project was the construction and installment of a four foot by eight
foot American Flag on the trailer (2/16/14 – 2/23/14). To begin this, a large donated Azek board was
delivered to our house. A proportion sheet with the dimensions of the American Flag was used to
calculate the lengths and widths of stripes on the Azek Board. Painting tape was then used to outline the
stripes on the board. The stars required us to cut out fifty three-inch stars from sticky contact paper,
which proved to be a slow and tedious process. The star stickers served as a painting stencil while
Rustoleum oil-based enamel paint was used to paint the flag. The combination of the oil-based enamel
paint and the plastic board made the flag weather resistant. When the painting tape was removed, the
stripes were very clean and had defined edges. The board was then bolted up onto the trailer on 2/23/14
with the help of many adult leaders and scouts.

There was also an unexpected small addition to my project when Mr. Fix decided to clear the trees on
the project site for a better view of the flag. Two large piles of long branches and logs were dumped onto
the project site. I needed to immediately call together some helpers to clear out the branches. On
2/26/14, the work site was cleared and the project was able to progress again.

The last part of my project was laying down new soil on the barren landscape (2/27/14 - 2/28/14). Due to
the town not being able to deliver the truckload of soil (it was frozen), a total of sixty bags of topsoil were
purchased from Home Depot (donated by American Legion). Along with eight other scouts/friends, the
roots of the landscape were covered and now there was a new layer of soil for future planting.

Although my project was a success, there were many challenges faced as well. The two hardest
obstacles I had to face for this project were the timing and the weather. Since I was quickly approaching
my eighteenth birthday, I was under massive time constraints which added tension and stress to my
project. The huge snowstorms did not help the project either (I was required to schedule two shoveling
days which were not part of the original plan of the project). Unexpected additions to the project
(clearing of branches) also added a lot more work and rushed planning.

This project was a great learning experience for me and certainly gave me the chance to face many
tough situations while leading and working with helpful people. I am very glad to say that I have done a
major improvement on the American Legion Hall!


